Ministering to Moms

A tragic accident. An international plot to kidnap the Ambassador's daughter. Two people with shattered dreams. The past is key, but forgiveness unlocks the future.

**Ransomed Dreams**

FBI agent Steven Kessler and teacher Gracie Ann Lane want answers. The tragic accident that caused the Lane family's deaths, and Steven's investigation of an international kidnapping plot, hold one thing in common. And that man's freedom rests in keeping the truth hidden. His greatest fear, the truth revealed, becomes the means by which his ransom is paid — in a way he never imagined. Gracie makes the painful choice to see herself and her family's killer in light of the Cross of Christ and forgive. In doing so, she comes to understand that forgiveness is the ransom through which every dream of the past and hope for the future are redeemed.

Wife, mom, writer, and chef extraordinaire, Annie Walters manages life like the Cat in the Hat manages cleanup. Until God lets it all fall like the Cat's balancing act to show Annie that His ways are better than her best fairytale ending.

**Over The Top**

Fairytale and real life recipes for success have nothing in common.

Or do they?

Join Annie as she mixes holiday menus, book research, and fairytale until she has no idea which way is up. As her life becomes stranger than fiction, she struggles to defeat her real life dragon, the desire for control. Only after failure does she discover God cares about her heart more than she ever dreamed possible and His control is far better than a fairytale ending.

Come along for the zany ride and listen closely. God has an amazing story of mythic proportions for each of His beloved children!

Recipes Included.

**GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE FUN ANTHOLOGY**

*Women spurring one another on to glorify God by enjoying Him forever.*

Best friends tackle a mysterious FBI agent, elderly beach goers, and a young lady's crisis to find out it takes two to make things work.

**It Takes Two Novella**

Two best friends embark on a getaway to banish the writer's block blues and reconnect. A gas station hold-up, complete with a mysterious FBI agent, complicate matters. After elderly tourists recognize Annie as a favorite author and a young lady in crisis comes across their path, Samantha begins to think she and Annie will never have time to catch up. But throughout their hilarious adventures, Sam comes to realize the two it takes to make things work aren't Sam and Annie. It's Sam and God.